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Faux Weave Block
12.5” x 12.5” 

Fabric Requirements

Fabric 1: One fat quarter (FQ) Scarlet Floral Element (inside ribbon)
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Fabric 2: One fat quarter (FQ) London Red Pure Element (outside ribbon)

Fabric 3: One fat eighth (FQ) Snow Pure Element (background)

All fabrics used are from Aret Gallery Fabrics.

Cutting the Fabric 

Fabric 1: cut five 1.25” strips the longest length of the FQ (approximately 1.25” x 22”)
Fabric 2: cut ten 0.75” strips the longest length of the FQ (approximately 0.75” x 22”)
Fabric 3: cut one 2.5” x 2.5” square, one 5.5” x 5.5” square, and two 2.5” x 5.5” rectangles

Sewing the Ribbons

Using two Fabric 2 strips on the outside and one Fabric 1 strip on the inside, sew five “ribbons” 
using a 1/4” seam allowance. This will produce five 1.75” x 22” strips. Press seams open.
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Starting from longer to shorter 
lengths, you will need to cut the 
following number of each length 
from the five ribbons:
• Four 6.75” strips
• Four 5.5” strips
• Four 3.75” strips
• Four 2.5” strips
• Eight 1.75” strips

Cutting the Ribbons 

The piecing of the block will be broken down into three sections: Top, 
Middle and Bottom.

Piecing the Top Section

For the Top Section, you will need one 6.75”, two 3.75”, three 2.5”, and one 1.75” strips. You 
will also need the 2.5” x 2.5” and one 2.5” x 5.5” white rectangles. Arrange the pieces as shown 
below. Next, sew the pieces with the squiggly line connecting them using a 1/4” seam allow-
ance, which will be the seam allowance for all sewing. In groupings where there are multiple 
squiggly lines, connect the green before the red. After pressing the seams, sew the remaining 
pieces from left to right as seen in the diagram below. 
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Piecing the Middle Section

For the Middle Section, you will need one 6.75”, one 5.5”, one 3.75”, one 2.5”, and six 1.75” strips. 
Follow the same piecing/sewing steps from “Piecing the Top Section.”
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Piecing the Bottom Section

For the Bottom Section, you will need two 6.75”, three 5.5”, one 3.75”, and one 1.75” strips.  You 
will also need the 2.5” x 5.5” and one 5.5” x 5.5” white rectangles. Follow the same piecing/
sewing steps from “Piecing the Top Section.”
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• This pattern is for personal use and may not be copied or distributed.
• Feel free to sell items using this pattern in small quantities and crediting Mister Domestic 

for the pattern.
• When posting images online, use the hashtag #fauxweaveblock.
• Contact Info: Blog - misterdomestic.net, Instagram/Facebook - @MisterDomestic,                      

email - misterdomestic@outlook.com, YouTube - Mister Domestic

Terms & Conditions

Piecing the Three Sections

Once all of the seams for the three 
sections are pressed, the final step 
in this block is to piece the three 
sections together. 

Before you begin sewing, make 
sure to properly align the ribbon 
seams between the sections. 

Glue baste directly on each over-
lapping seam to make sure that 
each stays in place as you sew. 
Pins and/or clips also work. 

Once you’ve sewn the sections 
and pressed the seams, enjoy 
your Faux Weave Block. 


